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Affordable wireless monitoring 
without compromise



Always ask for a 
long-range signal 

strength test.

We can prove ours to 

be unrivalled.

Temperature monitoring has evolved

Affordability without 
compromise

The Notion Pro system enables users 
to monitor a multitude of parameters 
such as ambient & core temperature, 
humidity, airflow and much more in one 
affordable solution. 

Advantages of IceSpy 
Notion Pro

a Identifies potential parameter 
breach before damage can occur

a Reduces wastage costs with 24 
hour remote alarm system

a Assists with HACCP compliance 
regulations

a Meets British Standard BS EN 
12830

a Flexibility for standalone, intranet or 
cloud-based installation

a Eliminates errors resulting from 
manual checks

a Reduces time spent taking manual 
readings

a Repeat alarms can be set to ensure 
that an alarm event isn’t missed

a Alleviates audit stress with easy 
access to real-time and historical 
records

Superseding and replacing IceSpy System5, Notion Pro delivers a totally reliable and flexible wireless monitoring system incorporating technological 
breakthroughs in environmental monitoring that only the IMC Group Ltd design and manufacture.
This evolutionary leap forward in wireless technology delivers high quality affordable monitoring without compromise. 
The IceSpy brand is well-established throughout the cold-supply chain for providing cost-effective solutions to wireless monitoring within fridges, 
freezers, and heated and dry storage facilities. The Notion Pro system maintains the affordability factor with revolutionary steps forward in reliable, 
robust and innovative technology incorporated by The IMC Group’s wealth of knowledge and experience in this sector.

What separates us from 
the competition

1. The vast array of monitoring 
capabilities available within 
one system should monitoring 
requirements grow or change. 

2. A high standard of measurement 
accuracy using quality sensors 
and radio strength reaching 300 
meters*.

3. Waterproof transmitters provide 
an IP rating of 65 with easy wipe 
moulded ABS material. The rugged 
material enables the transmitters to 
operate within wet environments.

4. Sharing secure data with colleagues 
in local or networked locations has 
never been so easy using intranet 
or cloud-based access to software 
enabling multi-site, multi-group and 
multi-user configurations.

5. The IceSpy brand is well established 
within the food industry being 
used in many organisations such 
as ASDA, Unilver, Tesco and many 
more.

6. Transmitters have user replaceable 
batteries.  Transmitters can be 
calibrated by the client, a third party 
calibration company or by approved 
IMC local distributors.

*over open ground. Always ask for a 
signal strength test, especially in those 
difficult to reach areas and we can 
prove our system is unrivalled in radio 
technology.



IceSpy assists with HACCP regulations

Typical food applications:

Monitoring of food and beverages from manufacture and packaging to storage and distribution can easily be achieved using one affordable Notion 
Pro wireless system. This comprehensive system provides multiple users from various sites and departments with access to real-time alarms for 
preventative action and an automatic archive of accessible historical data for ongoing inspections and reporting needs. 

We are fully committed to providing a system that meets all of the requirements set out in HACCP and BS EN 12830 regulatory guidelines with 
automated alarm and recording tools.

Chilled temperature monitoring below +8°C
IN-TH001F1 - Single channel thermistor transmitter with internal temperature 
sensor.

IN-TH003F1 - Dual channel thermistor transmitter with internal and external 
temperature probe for freezers.

Ambient temperature and humidity monitoring between 
+15°C and +21°C

IN-RH001F1 - Single channel transmitter with external RH/T fixed or remote probe

Monitor frozen goods from -15°C IN-RH001F1 - Single channel transmitter with external RH/T fixed or remote probe.

Processing equipment 
Oven / Smokers internal & core temperature

IN-TH003F1 - Dual channel thermistor transmitter with internal and external 
temperature probe for -40°C freezers.
IN-PT001F1 – Single channel PT100 transmitter
IN-PT002F1 – Dual channel PT100 transmitter 

Pipe temperature sensor from -40°C to +70°C
IN-TH002F1  – Single channel thermistor transmitter 
IN-TH004F1  – Dual channel thermistor transmitter 

HVAC miniature air velocity sensor for preventive 
maintenance within refrigeration units and filtration 
systems.

IN-MA001F1 – Dual channel 4-20mA transmitter with Air speed sensor

Why not add a door sensor to your transmitter to monitor door events? The system will alarm if a door has been left open for a programmed 
period of time.



Notion Pro flexible software

The level of software capabilities available through the Notion Pro software truly sets us apart from the competition. 
This comprehensive system enables users access to data 24/7 through either a standalone, intranet or cloud-based software 
platform with immediate alarm notifications from a local or networked PC, laptop or tablet.

Each user can customise their unique home page to display information that may only be relevant to them or their department. This 
enables users to gain a much more comprehensive view of departmental sensor data in real-time, immediate access to audit ready 
reports and instant alarm notifications.

Data at your fingertips

Main overview

Graphical view - Temperature + humidity

Sensor overlay options

Scheduled reports

Audit trail

Standard software 
features:

• View, share and interact with live 
data and alarms from anywhere in 
the world 24/7

• Suitable for single or multiple-user 
organisations

• Share data with colleagues with 
user defined permission levels

• Easy to install, use, manage, and 
upgrade

• Time and date stamped data
• Easy and immediate access to 

historical data
• Automated reporting directly 

to PDF format at user defined 
schedules

• Variety of alarm notifications from 
email to SMS.



Notion Pro features

Reliable and secure data

• Avoid costly, disruptive and 
complicated cable installations

• Easily expand or relocate your 
system; new sensors are 
automatically detected and easily 
set up

• Achieve long-range radio coverage 
in most areas 

• Ensure data integrity using built-in 
memory within transmitters and 
network receiver

 

Live and continuous 
monitoring

• Saves time, eliminating the need to 
take manual readings

• No need to manually download data 
loggers

• Automatically gathers and stores 
readings from transmitters

Wireless technology you can trust

Data radio communication at low powers within or between buildings is a problematic area, with many pitfalls for the unwary 
Designer and User.

The Notion Radio system embodies 25 years of engineering expertise in this area to ensure best possible performance with a 
reliability that is guaranteed. This, coupled with an unrivalled ability to plan and install robust systems, means that you can trust what 
we say.  This is evidenced by many thousands of systems using IMC technologies in use worldwide today, with many still operating 
after 20 years.

Unfortunately wild claims are easy to make but they do not substitute for real expertise. We are more than happy to prove our claims 
to you at any time before purchase, just please make sure that you ask the same of all potential vendors.

Flexible alarm options

The need to receive reliable and timely 
alarms is critical. The Notion Pro’s alarm 
features have been developed to cover 
almost every eventuality:

• Remote alarm notification by text 
messages, email and visible on the 
software

• Alarms can be scheduled for 
specific users, departments, times 
of day, or days of week

• Generated alarms resulting from 
loss of power or loss of data

• ‘Repeat’ and ‘cascading’ alarms to 
multiple recipients

• Dedicated alarm units can be 
positioned in remote locations 
around the site

Easy data access and 
data reporting

• Data can be accessed 24/7 
by multiple users with 
predetermined permission levels

• Access data from multiple sites or 
departments can be managed by 
a single system

• Data is easily viewed and 
managed in user friendly software

• Reports and graphs can be easily 
created and exported to a variety 
of formats, e.g. Excel, PDF and 
HTML

• Single or multiple (unlimited) user 
access to software

• Automatically calculate industry 
specific parameters to customer 
requirements

• Site plan view



Visit www.the-imcgroup.com/notionpro for 
more information today.

Contact Us
The IMC Group Limited
Pendle House
Jubilee Road
Letchworth
Hertfordshire
SG6 1SP 

Tel: +44 (0)1462 688070  
Email: sales@the-imcgroup.com
Visit: www.the-imcgroup.com

Another solution from The IMC Group Ltd. 




